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What are the best banks for foreigners in Germany? 

Which banks should perhaps be avoided? 

Consors Bank is the bank of choice for Maciek, 41, in Frankfurt "I am a national of a EU 
country and US living in Germany. So far (knock on wood) Censors has not limit its 
offered services due to my US citizenship," said Maciek. 

Here are a few other banks that were recommended: 

• Hamburger Sparkasse 
• Nuri.com 
• DKB (DKB Cash account) 
• Berliner Sparkasse 
• Sparda Bank Hessen 
• Revolut 

As is often the case, the experience that people have can depend on the customer 
service they receive. 

Although N26 came out on top in our survey, some readers said they would not 
recommend it. 

"Terrible customer service, they just blocked and terminated my account without notice," 
said one reader. 

"N26 is fully English but some of my friends mentioned the customer support is bad 
(can't verify it personally)," said another reader. 'They require some nationalities to hold 
a residence permit in Germany before being able to open an account so It's not good for 
newcomers." 

Meanwhile, others said they would avoid the bigger banks "which have many hidden 
charges and high usage fees". 

Another reader said: "I was refused an account at DKB despite having secure 
employment and an excellent SCH UFA. They refused to name a specific reason despite 
repeated requests on my part. I suspect it may be because I'm a foreigner? Also avoid 
Deutsche Bank because of their involvement in major world financial scandals and 
Sparkasse for the high fees." 

Others said people in Germany should steer clear of Postbank due to "bad service". 

Another reader in Berlin said he couldn't get an account with Commerzbank or 
Deutsche Bank "because l didn't have a job at the time". 

Berliner Sparkasse was the only one cool with that," the reader said. 


